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QUESTION 1

Consider the following the code : 

public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu) { 

MenuInflater inflater = getMenuInflater(); 

inflater.inflate(R.menu.game_menu, menu); 

return true; 

} 

Which of the following is true about the code above? 

A. The code is auto generated and should not be edited. 

B. This method handles clicks and assign actions to menu items. 

C. This function inflates an XML file in the res/menu folder into menu items. 

D. This method inflates an XML file in the res/layout folder into layout. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which method is used to close an activity? 

A. Destroy() 

B. Finish() 

C. Stop() 

D. Close() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following AndroidManifest.xml file: 
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Supposing the application connects to the internet at startup, which of the following is true? 

A. The application throws an exception indicating it does not have permission to access the URL. 

B. The application will work as intended. 

C. The application won\\'t compile. 

D. The application throws a java.lang.SecurityException. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following choices is the main role of the Preview button which is illustrated in the red circle of the vertical
Android Studio tool bar? 
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A. It shows the activity blue print preview mode. 

B. It shows the Java or Kotlin code of an activity. 

C. It shows the activity layout in print review. 

D. It shows the activity layout in text (XML) and design mode at the same time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of these is the incorrect method for an Application to save local data? 

A. Extend PreferencesActivity and save in an XML file. 

B. Save as a file in the local file system. 

C. Save in the database using SQLite. 

D. Save in the hash table file using the Dictionary class. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What Eclipse plug-in is required to develop Android application? 

A. J2EE 
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B. Android Software Development Kit 

C. Android Development Tools 

D. Web Development Tools 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Check the following image which includes a code that runs when the user clicks on the button (id =button). This code for
an Android app includes three check boxes for the question: " 

Which countries are in North America?" Select one of the following choices, where the result will appear when the app
user clicks the button. 

A. in TextView widget has blank id 

B. in TextView widget has id: textresult 

C. in TextView widget has id: textresult.text 

D. in TexView widget has id: isChecKed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You have an Android application that consists of two activities (MainActivity and SecondActivity) and you 

want to pass data in text field (ID: FirstNameJD) of MainAcitivity to SecondActivity. The passed data will appear in
SecondActivity inside a TextView widget with Id: HelloMessageJD. You will use Intent to pass this data from
MainActivity to SecondActivity. The Following two images include the Android code which will be written in
MainActivity.kt and SecondActivity.kt files. Your data will not pass from MainActivity to SecondActivity due to a mistake
in the code in SecodActivity.kt. Which of the following choices is a correct solution to make this app run correctly? 
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A. Add startActivity(intent) to Secondryactivity.kt 

B. Replace getStringExtra("name") with putSiringExtra( "name") in SecondActiy.kt file 

C. You need to add an if statement to solve this issue in the two files 

D. Replace \\'\\'name\\'\\' with \\'\\'pass\\'\\' in intent.getSt4ingExtra( \\'\\'name\\'\\') 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which Which of the following is true about method startActivity? 

A. It starts a new activity and destroys the previous one. 

B. It starts a new activity and sends the previous one to the background. 

C. It starts a new activity and pauses the previous one. 

D. It starts a new activity in a paused mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following Activity methods is invoked when the user clicks on an options menu item? 

A. onItemClicked 

B. onItemSelected 

C. onOptionsItemClicked 

D. onOptionsItemSelected 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 11

Which of following is incorrect about the Toast class? 

A. You cannot set a custom layout for a Toast. 

B. You cannot set a custom layout for a Toast There is no need to close or hide a Toast, since it closes automatically. 

C. There is no need to close or hide a Toast, since it closes automatically. 

D. A Toast is displayed for only one of the following periods: Toast.LENGHT_SHORT or Toast.LENGTH_LONG. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Android is an open source, Linux-based software stack. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following is not true about using a WebView in your application? 

A. You can retrieve WebSettings with getSettings(), then enable/disable JavaScript. 

B. You need to add permission "android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE". 

C. You use loadURL to load a webpage. 

D. You use loadData to load HTML. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is NOT true about SQLiteOperHelper class? (Choose two) 

A. It has two abstract methods: onCreate() and onUpgrade(). 

B. It is used to perform database querying. 

C. It manages database creation and updates. 

D. It manages database versions using ContentProvider. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 15

Android SDK platform is a set of libraries and APIs that provide necessary classes, methods and interfaces to develop
Android applications and allow you to compile your code. 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: B 
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